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Abstract
This paper explores semantic change simply
using the Ngram information, with the intu-
ition that Ngrams as the direct neighbors offer
collocation cues that further signal meaning
changes. We specifically investigate the case
of ‘炒’ in Mandarin Chinese on the basis of un-
igrams extracted from Google Books Ngrams
Corpus and reconstruct the meaning develop-
ment of ‘炒’ with specific stages. The results
indicated that the major meaning changes that
occurred to ‘炒’ is from ‘frying’ to ‘speculat-
ing’, which roughly started in the 1970s. The
attested word types related to the latter sense
denote economic events, such as stocks, for-
eign currencies, and speculators. It further re-
flects that social context plays an essential role
in the process of semantic change.

1 Introduction

The availability of large historical digital corpora
and the recent advance in natural language pro-
cessing have greatly facilitated empirical stud-
ies on semantic change nowadays (Michel et al.,
2011; Hamilton et al., 2016a,b; Tahmasebi et al.,
2019). Beyond the world of historical linguistics,
the computational community has shown a grow-
ing interest in exploiting statistical and compu-
tational models to automatically detect semantic
change over the past two decades, from monitor-
ing the fluctuation in the frequency of target words
in historical texts (Michel et al., 2011; Hilpert
and Gries, 2009; Kulkarni et al., 2014) to measur-
ing their context differences using the state-of-art
distributional models(Kim et al., 2014; Hamilton
et al., 2016b; Giulianelli et al., 2020).

Building off of the distributional hypothesis in
linguistics, ‘You shall know a word by its com-
pany’ (Firth, 1957), the distribution-based ap-
proach has taken up the predominant position in

the recent lexical semantic change detection task
(Schlechtweg et al., 2020; Tahmasebi et al., 2019).
In general, distributional differences over a period
of time could be quantified by constructing and
evaluating historical word embeddings (Hamilton
et al., 2016a,b). However, this novel trend is still
in its youth. Most existing studies focus on evalu-
ating how much the overall distribution of a word
form deviated over two or three intervals but tell
little about how the meaning of a word devel-
oped as a continuous process (Kutuzov and Pivo-
varova, 2021; Rodina and Kutuzov, 2020; Tah-
masebi et al., 2019; Kutuzov et al., 2018). More
importantly, the popular word-type models, also
known as static word embeddings, may not be sen-
sitive to less contrastive usage drifts (Tahmasebi
et al., 2019; Schlechtweg et al., 2020).

In this paper, we present a simple and inter-
pretable way to track the meaning development
by collecting evidence directly from N-grams data
extracted from Google Books Ngram dataset(the
Chinese subpart) and manually checking the di-
rect neighbours of target words over times. The
intuition here is that N-grams provide collocation
information and its changes may signal semantic
changes. Besides, the collocations are also more
linguistically informative in the sense of interpret-
ing the specific stages of meaning development.
Based on this intuition, we discuss the meaning
development of ‘炒’ in Mandarin Chinese as a
case study and find that it develops a sense of
‘speculating’ from the original ‘frying’ sense over
the observed period, which coincides but supple-
ments existing observations with empirical data
(Diao, 1995; Shen, 2009).

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 summarizes related work and then
situates our study. In Section 3, we introduce how



the Ngrams data for this study have been collected.
Section 4 presents the distribution information of
‘炒’ in the collected data, and Section 5 discusses
the possible changing path of ‘炒’ and its possible
reasons.

2 Related work

Semantic change generally refers to ‘a form histor-
ically acquires a new function to replace or aug-
ment its old ones’ (Sweetser, 1990). Studies an-
chored in the distributional hypothesis where ‘dif-
ference of meaning correlates with difference of
distribution’ (Harris, 1954) assume that meaning
change could be quantified by its neighboring in-
formation over time. For example, broadening
and narrowing, regarded as two fundamental cat-
egories of meaning change, could be further in-
terpreted as extending or contracting context vari-
eties for target words (Campbell, 2013).

Following this working hypothesis, most re-
cent studies use computational methods to monitor
the change of context varieties to detect meaning
change. Sagi et al. (2009, 2011) performed seman-
tic density analysis by measuring the average co-
sine similarities of context vectors to identify the
increase and decrease of context dispersions. The
density information would be further interpreted
as the general gain or loss of senses.

Tang et al. (2013, 2016) and Schlechtweg et al.
(2017) exploited the entropy concept in Informa-
tion theory to measure the gain or loss of informa-
tion for target words. For example, Schlechtweg
et al. (2017) specifically detected the metaphor-
ical changes in German, an analogical mapping
process from a more ‘concrete’ source domain
onto a more ‘abstract’ target domain (Traugott and
Dasher, 2001). They made use of entropy as an in-
dicator to quantify the semantic generality of tar-
get words, which further calculate the meaning
change.

With the very recent development in compu-
tational science, contextualized word embeddings
have also been exploited in the detection task (De-
vlin et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2019; Giulianelli et al.,
2020). For example, Giulianelli et al. (2020) first
used K-Means clustering to group word token rep-
resentations derived from BERT models into dif-
ferent word usage types and then applied the En-
tropy difference and the Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence metrics to measure variations in the relative
prominence of coexisting usage types.

The above proposals showed inspiring future
directions for automatically detecting semantic
change. However, training historical word embed-
dings, and especially clustering token embeddings
have requirements on the computing capacity. The
cumulative nature of meaning development and
sophisticated relations among senses pose huge
challenges for both statistical and neural language
models. More crucially, distributional represen-
tations have a notorious bias on the frequency of
target words. For example, a lower frequency of
a novel sense may not be salient enough to be de-
tected.

In this paper, we investigate the meaning devel-
opment of ‘炒’ by checking its direct neighbors
in the Google Ngram corpus. N-grams refer to
an n-word sequence (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009),
which provides neighboring information for the
target words. To some extent, N-grams also reflect
collocation preferences. It is clear that the change
of collocation preferences would be a more pre-
cise and interpretable indicator for meaning devel-
opment.

3 Method

Google Books Ngram Corpus is a collection of
digitized books with over 500 billion words in 7
languages, which is publicly accessible 1. The
data in the corpus is stored in the n-grams format(n
is with a maximum to 5) in order to protect intel-
lectual property, containing ngrams with its fre-
quency information in each specific year (Michel
et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2012).

For our investigation, we used the Chinese (sim-
plified) subcorpus(version 2), with texts spanning
from 1990 to 2012. We first exploit python to
crawl all 1-gram and 2-grams (together with their
frequencies in each specific year) that occurred
larger than two times in the corpus and then filter
in words containing the ‘炒’ character in 1-gram
and 2-grams for further analysis.

After manually checking all 1-gram data and 2-
grams data containing ‘炒’, we found that unigram
data actually provide sufficient cues for depicting
the meaning development of the case ‘炒’. Highly
frequent collocations with the sense of ‘speculat-
ing’, such as ‘炒股’(speculate in stocks) and ‘炒
汇’(speculate in foreign currencies) and have been
segmented as one unit, that is, 1-gram, over the

1Google Books Ngram dataset could be accessed via:
https://storage.googleapis.com/books/ngrams/books/datasetsv3.html

https://storage.googleapis.com/books/ngrams/books/datasetsv3.html


whole observed period. Likely, highly frequent
expressions with the sense of ‘frying’, such as ‘炒
米’ (fried rice), ‘炒面’(fried noodles), are also
segmented as unigrams.

According to Modern Chinese Dictionary(the
7th edition) (Department of Chinese Lexicogra-
phy, 2019)，‘炒’ has four senses: 1) to fry; 2-3)
used as ‘炒作’, to speculate or hype; 4) get fired.
As mentioned above, highly frequent collocations
associated with senses 2-4 have been convention-
alized as one unit, such as ‘炒作’, ‘炒鱿鱼’. We
thus assume that 1-gram for ‘炒’ containing col-
location and temporal information provides possi-
bilities for meaning reconstruction.

4 The meaning distribution of ‘炒’

In the 1-gram data, there are 10 word types
containing the character ‘炒’(frying, speculating):
‘炒米’ (fried rice), ‘炒鱿鱼’ (get fired), ‘炒
家’(speculator), ‘炒汇’(to speculate in foreign
currency), ‘炒面’(fried noodles), ‘炒货’(fried
snacks), ‘炒股’(to speculate in stocks), ‘炒冷
饭’(to heat leftover, to repeat without any new
content), ‘炒作’(speculating, hype).

Among these words, ‘炒作’ refers to ‘specu-
late’ and ‘hype’, which could be further regarded
as less specific action compared with ‘炒股’ etc.
We first surveyed ‘炒’ and ‘炒作’ in the Google
Ngram Viewer. As Figure 1 below shows, ‘炒’ ap-
peared at least before 1900, while ‘炒作’ was first
attested in 1979. A sharp increase of ‘炒作’ oc-
curred in the 1990s.

Figure 1: ‘炒’ and ‘炒作’ in Google Ngram Viewer

We plotted the remaining 8 word types using
the raw data extracted from the corpus to discuss
their distributions over time (see Figure 2 below).
Among these words, ‘炒鱿鱼’, ‘炒家’, and ‘炒
股’ demonstrated a significant rise after the 1980s
approximately. In contrast, ‘炒面’, ‘炒米’, ‘炒冷
饭’, and ‘炒货’ stay relatively stable during the
period from 1900 to 2012.

We also acquired their distributions in Google
Books Ngram Viewer, which are plotted after nor-

Figure 2: ‘炒’ in 1gram: word type, raw frequency, and
temporal information

malization and smoothing. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 3, frequencies of ‘炒股’, ‘炒家’, ‘炒汇’ have
surged around the 1990s, while ‘炒货’, ‘炒面’,
‘炒冷饭’ are much stable 2.

Figure 3: ‘炒面’, ‘炒货’, ‘炒冷饭’, ‘炒股’, ‘炒汇’, ‘炒
家’, ‘炒鱿鱼’ in Google Books Ngram Viewer

5 Reconstructing the meaning
development of ‘炒’

The frequency and its temporal information re-
garding the distributions over time provide evi-
dence to trace the meaning development. Data
derived from Google Books Ngram indicates the
general path of meaning development of ‘炒’,
from frying to speculating. As seen from the above
figures, ‘炒’ denoting cooking-related action ap-
peared much earlier than the one representing ab-
stract action (such as speculating in stocks and
foreign currencies). The latter sense was first at-
tested in the late 19th century. These two senses
are closely related, such as having common char-
acteristics of‘ fast stirring’.

One interesting case ‘炒作’ have senses of ‘to
speculate’ and ‘to hype’, frequently collocated as
‘炒作股票’(to speculate in stocks) and ‘炒作新
闻’(to hype). We search these collocations in

2The google Ngram viewer uses normalized data for plot-
ting. The low raw frequency of ‘炒米’ made it invisible in
the plot.



Google Ngram Viewer (see Figure 4). ‘炒作’ was
first attested in the late 1970s, ‘炒作股票’ was first
attested in the late 1980s, and ‘炒作新闻’ or ‘新
闻炒作’ was in the early 1990s.

Figure 4: ‘炒作’, ‘炒股’, ‘炒作新闻’, ‘炒作股票’ in
Google Books Ngram Viewer

Compound verbs such as ‘炒米’, ‘炒面’, ‘炒冷
饭’, and ‘炒鱿鱼’ all have a basic sense of ‘fry-
ing’. ‘炒鱿鱼’ and ‘炒冷饭’ later acquired extra
extended meanings, respectively. For ‘炒冷饭’,
‘to repeat without new content’ was metaphori-
cally developed based on the specific event ‘to heat
leftovers’. Similarly, ‘炒鱿鱼’, primarily denot-
ing ‘get fired’ now, also got developed based on
the original sense ‘fried squid’. In contrast, ‘炒
股’, ‘炒汇’, and ‘炒家’ are closely related to ‘to
speculate’, much deviated from the basic sense of
‘frying’.

According to the above analysis, we roughly re-
construct the meaning evolution of ‘炒’ (see Fig-
ure 5). The main changing path of ‘炒’ is from fry-
ing to speculating, and this change approximately
started in the 1970s as witnessed that related com-
pound words with a sense of speculating had a
surge in terms of frequencies. The rising tendency
even becomes more salient around the 1990s. The
latter sense is closely related to economic events,
such as stocks, foreign currencies, and specula-
tors, in our data. The development of the ‘spec-
ulating’ sense roughly coincides with the timeline
of the Reform and Opening-up, one of the most in-
fluential milestones in the recent history of modern
China. It is generally assumed that this remark-
able social change brought significant changes to
the lexicon of Modern Chinese (Diao, 1995; Lin,
2021). In this case, we would assume that pro-
found social change is one of the most fundamen-
tal driving forces behind the meaning development
of ‘炒’.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we reconstructed the meaning de-
velopment for ‘炒’ in Mandarin Chinese, using

Figure 5: A possible changing path for the meaning of
‘炒’

Google Ngrams data, with the intuition that collo-
cation information in Ngrams helps detect mean-
ing change. Our results also provided more spe-
cific time information for the stages when ‘炒’
acquired the sense of ‘to speculate’. The mean-
ing development of ‘炒’, from denoting the con-
crete cooking-related action to a relatively abstract
economics-related action, further reflected that the
social context plays an essential role in semantic
change.

This paper showcased that Ngrams provide pos-
sibilities to depict the changing path of meaning
directly. However, there are also some limitations
in this study. For example, given the nature of
Ngrams, a sliding window for a given sentence
or sequence, there are ngrams that are less infor-
mative in terms of collocation. A question here
is about how to evaluate ngrams in terms of its
collocational weights. Another related question is
about which types of target words would be suit-
able for such detection. These questions are served
as research directions in the near future.
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